DIN Plug Conversion Kit for AVA Actuator
AVA Actuator Accessory

Type: AVA-DIN-KIT

Allows AVA actuators to be powered by external DIN plugs

OVERVIEW
Many electric valve actuator manufacturers oﬀer the
convenience of making the electrical connec ons to the
actuator via external DIN plugs. This connec on method
is quick and easy and eliminates the need to remove the
actuator’s cover and connect via an internal terminal
strip.
The AVA electric actuator is not available with DIN plugs
from the factory so in order to provide this connec vity,
AVS has developed a conversion kit that allows users to
connect the AVA actuator using DIN plugs.
This conversion kit allows other manufacturers’ electric
actuators that are supplied with DIN plugs to be
changed to AVA actuators.

APPLICATION
The AVA DIN plug conversion kit is supplied with the AVA electric
actuator pre-wired into it by AVS so that the supplied assembly
can be quickly and easily connected on site, par cularly if it is
replacing an electric actuator brand that is supplied with DIN
plugs as standard.
The conversion kit comprises of a stainless steel support bracket
with a pre-wired IP65 ABS terminal box with DIN plugs.
The typical applica on shows how the motorised assembly would
be supplied, in this case the AVA DIN plug conversion kit is used
with a 3 piece stainless steel ball valve.

DIN PLUG OPTIONS
ACTUATOR FUNCTION

POWER DIN PLUG

CONTROL DIN PLUG

POSITION CONFIRMATION PLUG

ON-OFF

LARGE GREY

NOT FITTED

MICRO BLACK

MODULATING

LARGE GREY

MICRO BLACK*

MICRO BLACK

* The control micro plug is inverted to avoid the end of travel conﬁrma on plug being incorrectly connected to the control
connec on, as this would irreparably damage the AVA actuator and would not be covered under the warranty.
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